Effects of dietary extra-virgin olive oil on behaviour and brain biochemical parameters in ageing rats
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The aim of the present study was to verify whether extra-virgin olive oil, a dietary component naturally containing phenolic antioxidants, has the potential to protect the brain from the deleterious effects of ageing. To accomplish this goal, we used male rats fed a high-energy diet containing either maize oil, or extra-virgin olive oil with high or low phenol content (720 or 10 mg total phenols/kg oil, corresponding to a daily dose of 4 or 0.05 mg total phenols/kg body weight, respectively) from age 12 months to senescence. The measured endpoints were biochemical parameters related to oxidative stress and functional tests to evaluate motor, cognitive and emotional behaviour. Olive oil phenols did not exert major protective actions on motor and cognitive function, as we observed only a tendency to improved motor coordination on the rotarod in the old animals treated with the oil rich in phenols (40 % average increase in the time to first fall; P=0.18). However, an interesting finding of the present study was a reduced step-through latency in the light–dark box test, found in the older animals upon treatment with the oil rich in antioxidant phenols, possibly indicating an anxiety-lowering effect. This effect was associated with decreased glutathione reductase activity and expression in the brain, a phenomenon previously associated with decreased anxiety in rodents. These results indicate a previously undetected effect of a diet containing an olive oil rich in phenols. Further studies are warranted to verify whether specific food antioxidants might also have an effect on emotional behaviour.

Olive oil phenols: Oxidative damage: Anxiety: Glutathione reductase

Ageing is a complex phenomenon, leading to the progressive impairment of a number of metabolic and physiological functions. The free radical theory of ageing is still one of the mainstream hypotheses to explain the mechanisms underlying this condition, particularly in the brain. Alterations in oxidation parameters have been repeatedly reported in the ageing brain, such as increased nuclear and mitochondrial DNA oxidation(1,2), increased protein carbonylation(3), changed activity of antioxidant and mitochondrial enzymes and reduced levels of endogenous scavengers(3,4).

Oxidative stress is also thought to play a role in age-related neurological conditions such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases(5,6). Thus, it is possible, at least in theory, that age-related brain dysfunctions can be ameliorated by restoring the altered redox equilibrium and decreasing oxidative damage.

There is growing interest in finding dietary strategies capable of protecting from the deleterious effects of ageing on the brain, and antioxidants have been widely investigated in this respect. Among these, flavonoids have shown neuroprotective potential both in vitro and in vivo(7). Diets rich in fresh fruit and vegetables counteract some age-related biochemical, electrophysiological and behavioural deficits in rats(8,9). Long-term dietary administration of thiol-containing antioxidants has been shown to prevent glutathione and mitochondrial DNA oxidation and the loss of motor coordination in aged mice(10).

In the present study we chose to focus on olive oil antioxidants. Olive oil is a typical component of the Mediterranean diet, containing variable amounts of phenolic antioxidants(11). Among this group of phenols, hydroxytyrosol (3,4-DHPEA) and its derivatives are mainly responsible for the antioxidant
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activity of olive oil (12). Orally administered 3,4-DHPEA is absorbed in rats and human subjects (13,14) and has shown antioxidant activity both in vitro (15,16) and in vivo (13,17). The ester of 3,4-DHPEA with oleic acid (oleuropein) is also a potent antioxidant active in the micromolar range, and both oleuropein and 3,4-DHPEA have been proven to be more potent antioxidants than vitamin E (18). Furthermore, being amphiphilic molecules, these compounds can be anticipated to easily pass the blood–brain barrier. Ex vivo data have provided evidence of a neuroprotective activity of olive oil phenols upon oral administration in mice (19). The fatty acid component of olive oil, represented mainly by monounsaturated oleic acid, might also have a beneficial impact on ageing. A high MUFA intake appeared to be protective against age-related cognitive decline in one human epidemiological study (20).

We have previously shown that long-term treatment with extra-virgin olive oil with high phenolic antioxidant content was associated with some beneficial health effects in ageing rats, such as delayed mortality, reduced incidence of ulcerative dermatitis, and decreased oxidative damage in blood (21). We selected an extra-virgin Italian olive oil naturally rich in phenolic antioxidants and administered it to rats from middle to advanced age. The oil was mixed with the animal diet to reach a final fat proportion of 23% (w/w, dry diet), corresponding to about 44% of the energy provided by the whole diet, to mimic the total lipid contribution common in the diet of humans living in Western Europe and North America (22). As a control, an identical olive oil with a lower content of antioxidants was used. We also administered maize oil as an additional control to check for the effects of different antioxidants and fatty acids. The measured endpoints were a series of biochemical parameters related to oxidative stress in the brain and functional tests to evaluate motor, cognitive, emotional behaviour and pain sensitivity.

Methods and materials

Animals and treatments

All procedures were carried out in agreement with the European Union Regulations on the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (OJ of ECL 358/1, 12/18/1986) and the experiments were conducted according to Italian regulations on the protection of animals used for experimental and other scientific purposes (DM 116/1992), after approval from the Italian Ministry for Scientific Research.

Male Wistar rats aged 10 months at the beginning of the experiment were used. The animals were randomly subdivided into three groups of twenty rats each and fed different diets (15 g/rat per d) for 12 months. The experimental diets were prepared using components purchased from Piccioni (Gessate, Milan, Italy). Fresh diet was put in the trough every day. We used a modified high-fat American Institute of Nutrition (AIN)-76 diet (lipids providing about 40% of the total energy), composed of (g/100 g diet): 32.2 sucrose, 23.0 fat, 23.0 casein, 10.1 maize starch, 6.0 cellulose, 4.0 AIN-76 Mineral mix, 1.2 AIN-76 Vitamin mix, 0.3 methionine and 0.2 choline. Dietary components, except for the oils, were purchased from Piccioni (Gessate, Milan, Italy).

One group of rats was fed a diet in which the lipid component was provided by maize oil (MO), another group by an extra-virgin olive oil high in natural antioxidants (H-EVOO), and the third group by an extra-virgin olive oil with low amounts of phenolic compounds (L-EVOO). MO was purchased from Tampieri S.p.A. (Faenza, Ravenna, Italy), while H-EVOO was purchased from Cipolloni S.p.A. and Petesse S.p.A. (Foligno, Perugia, Italy). The L-EVOO was obtained from H-EVOO as follows: the extra-virgin oil was homogenised for 1 min with water (1:1, v/v), and the oil was separated by centrifugation (Westfalia separator); this procedure was repeated six times. Then the oil was filtered through a cellulose acetate membrane.

During the 12-month treatment with the different oils, the animals were checked for their general health status every day and body weight was measured every 2 weeks. After decapitation, blood was collected by decanting into anticoagulant tubes (containing sodium citrate) and centrifuged at 1000 g for 10 min to separate plasma from erythrocytes. Erythrocyte samples were stored at −80°C. The brain was removed from the killed animals and weighed. Part of the tissue was used immediately to measure the endogenous levels of DNA damage and lipid peroxidation, part was stored at −80°C and part was stored in RNA later buffer at −20°C for RT-PCR (see below).

Extraction and HPLC analysis of phenolic compounds of olive oils

The extraction of H-EVOO and L-EVOO phenols and the HPLC analysis were conducted as reported (23), using an Agilent Technologies system model 1100 (Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA, USA), composed of a vacuum degasser, a quaternary pump, an autosampler, a thermostated column compartment, a diode array detector and a fluorescence detector. The analysis of the oil extract was performed using Spherisorb ODS-1 C18 columns (250 × 4.6 mm) with a particle size of 5 μm (Phase Separation Ltd, Deeside, Clwyd, UK). The mobile phase was composed of 0.2% acetic acid (pH 3.1) in water (solvent A)/methanol (solvent B) at a flow rate of 1 ml/min, and the gradient was changed as follows: 95% A/5% B for 2 min, 75% A/25% B for 8 min, 60% A/40% B for 10 min, 50% A/50% B for 16 min, 0% A/100% B for 14 min and this composition was maintained for 10 min. Then, the initial conditions were reset and equilibrium was reached for 13 min; the total running time was 73 min.

Extraction and HPLC analysis of α-tocopherol from the olive oils

The α-tocopherol was analysed as described (24), 2 g of oil were dissolved in 10 ml hexane and then filtered through a polyvinyleidene difluoride (PVDF) syringe filter (0.2 μm) and injected into the HPLC system through a Waters µPorasil column (300 mm × 3.9 mm × 10 μm; Waters, Milford, MA, USA) using a 100% step mobile-phase gradient of n-hexane with 0.5% isopropanol alcohol (A)/0% n-hexane with 10% isopropanol alcohol (B) for 4 min, 60% A/40% B for 14 min, 40% A/60% B for 4 min, 100% A/0% B for 3 min. This last gradient was maintained for 5 min with a flow rate...
of 2 ml/min. The total running time was 30 min and the injection volume 50 μL. The detector was a fluorescence detector operated at an excitation wavelength set at 294 nm and the emission at 330 nm.

**Behavioural tests**

All the tests were performed in an acoustically isolated room, kept at 20 ± 1°C, starting at about 09.00 hours. Illumination inside the room was 60 lux. All measurements were done blindly by the operators.

**Exploratory activity: hole board test.** The hole board test consisted of a 40 cm² plane with sixteen flush-mounted cylindrical holes (3 cm diameter) distributed four by four in an equidistant, grid-like manner (Ugo Basile, Varese, Italy). Rats were placed on the centre of the board one by one and allowed to move about freely for a period of 5 min each. Two electric eyes, crossing the plane from midpoint to midpoint of opposite sides, thus dividing the plane into four equal quadrants, automatically signalled the movement of the animal (counts in 5 min) on the surface of the plane (spontaneous motility). Miniature photoelectric cells in each of the sixteen holes recorded (counts in 5 min) the exploration of the holes (exploratory activity) by the rats. Ten rats per group were tested.

**Exploratory activity: multiple Y-maze.** This test was performed using an apparatus previously described by Ambrogi Lorenzini et al. The rats were left free to explore the maze without being subjected to punishments or rewards for a total time of 3 min. The space travelled by each animal during this time was measured by evaluating the number of visited arms, and expressed in cm.

**Motor coordination: rotarod.** The rats were tested at 19 months of age (treatment week 38). On day 1 the rats were given a habituation trial where they were placed on the rotarod apparatus (Ugo Basile) initially at speed 0 (30 s) and then at a constant speed (4 rpm). The rats had to remain on the rotarod for 60 s. The following day each rat was given two trials during which the rotarod started at 4 rpm and accelerated to 20 rpm over a period of 90 s. The maximum trial length was 3 min and there was a 15 min rest period between each trial.

**Pain sensitivity: Randall and Selitto paw-pressure test.** The nociceptive threshold in the rat was determined with an analgesimeter (Ugo Basile), according to the method described by Leighton et al. The stimulus at which rats withdrew the paw was evaluated at different times during the treatment. Results represent the mean of mechanical thresholds expressed as grams. To avoid any possible damage to the animal paw the maximum applied force was fixed at 240 g.

**Memory: social learning test.** The social learning test was performed according to Mondadori et al. Juvenile male rats (90–110 g) were used as social stimuli for studying adult and old rats. On the first day of the experiment, a juvenile rat was introduced into the adult male’s cage and the time spent in social-investigatory behaviour by the adult male within a 5 min fixed interval was recorded. After 24 h, the same juvenile rat was placed again into the mature male’s cage and social-investigatory behaviour was recorded during a 5 min interval. On the same day, the social-investigatory behaviour towards a second unfamiliar juvenile rat was also recorded.

**Memory: fear conditioning test.** A basic Skinner box module was employed to induce fear conditioning. The floor was made of stainless-steel rods connected to a shock delivery apparatus (Grid Floor Shocker, model E13-08; Coulbourn Instruments, Whitehall, PA, USA). The apparatus was connected to a stimulus programming device (Scatola di comando (control box) Arco 2340; Ugo Basile) in order to predetermine number, duration and rate of electric stimuli. On day 1 the rat was taken from the home cage, and carried to a soundproof room. Once there, it was placed inside the conditioning apparatus. The rat was left undisturbed for 3 min. After this time, a series of seven electric shocks of 1 s each (alternating current duration 20 ms, frequency 20 ms, intensity 100 V) at 30 s intervals was administered through the grid. The rat was left undisturbed for 2 min after the end of the stimulation pattern, and brought back to the home cage immediately thereafter. Context freezing response was measured in the same apparatus used for conditioning. Each rat was placed again in the apparatus on days 3, 6, 10 and 13 after the conditioning session, and left undisturbed for 6 min. During this time, the total accumulated freezing time (i.e. total seconds spent freezing) was measured. Freezing (immobility) was defined as the complete absence of somatic motility except for respiratory movements.

**Anxiety: light–dark preference.** We used a ‘light–dark box’ built in our department, made of two chambers of equal dimensions, one of white opaque plastic, and the other of black opaque plastic. The floors of both chambers were made of stainless-steel rods. The two chambers were separated by a guillotine door. The animals were taken singly from their home cages and brought to the adjacent acoustically insulated room, where the light–dark box apparatus was placed. Each rat was placed in the lighted chamber, facing away from the closed connecting door. The guillotine door was raised 5 s later. The time spent by the rat in the lighted chamber before going into the dark chamber with all four paws (step-through latency) was measured. The total time spent in the light or in the dark compartment and the number of crossings between the two compartments over a period of 3 min were also measured.

**Measurement of oxidative damage-related parameters**

**Comet assay.** DNA strand breaks and oxidative damage in cerebral cortex homogenates were evaluated by the single cell-gel electrophoresis (comet assay) as previously described. To determine oxidised DNA bases, the bacterial repair enzyme, formamidopyrimidine glycosylase (FPG), which introduces breaks at purine oxidation sites, was used. Data were expressed as percentage of total fluorescence migrated to the tail of each nucleus (% DNA in tail), a parameter linearly related to the number of DNA breaks. The value of % DNA in tail obtained without FPG incubation estimated the basal number of DNA strand breaks, whereas specific oxidative damage on purines (FPG-sensitive sites) was assessed by subtracting the basal value from that obtained with FPG.

**Determination of malonyldialdehyde.** Malonyldialdehyde was determined after derivatisation with di-n-hexyl phthalate as described by Mateos et al. Briefly, brain homogenates (100 mg tissue in 1 ml Tris-base buffer containing...
0.2 m-sucrose and 5 mm-dithiothreitol, pH 7.4) were centrifuged at 10000 g for 30 min at 4°C. Samples of 250 μl of the supernatant fraction were used, and alkaline hydrolysis of protein-bound malonyldialdehyde was achieved by adding 50 μl of 6 M-NaOH to each sample and incubating this mixture in a 60°C water-bath for 30 min. Proteins were then precipitated with 250 μl of 30% (v/v) TCA. A 250 μl volume of supernatant fraction was mixed with 25 μl of di-n-hexyl phthalate prepared as a 5 mm solution in 2 μl-mchloroacetic acid. Finally, this reaction mixture was incubated for 30 min at room temperature in the dark. A sample of 100 μl of the mixture was injected into a Shimadzu LC-10AD HPLC system with a Waters Spherisorb RP-18 column (4.6 mm × 150 mm, ODS 25 μm; Supelco, Sigma-Aldrich, Milan, Italy). Samples were isocratically eluted with a mixture of 0.2% (v/v) acetic acid in deionised water, and acetonitrile (62:38, v/v) at a flow rate of 0.8 ml/min at room temperature. Chromatograms were acquired at 310 nm. The calibration curve was prepared by diluting a standard solution of tetraethoxypropane. Data were expressed as nmol malonyldialdehyde/mg protein.

Measurement of reduced and oxidised glutathione levels. About 100 mg of cerebral cortex samples were homogenised in 50 mm-phosphate buffer (pH 6.5), containing 1 mm-EDTA, and centrifuged at 10000 g for 15 min at 4°C. The determination of reduced glutathione (GSH) and oxidised glutathione (GSSG) concentration was performed using an assay kit of Cayman Chemical Company (Ann Arbor, MI, USA) and a microplate reader (Wallac VICTOR™ 1420 Multilabel Counter; Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA). The method was based on the reaction of the sulfhydryl group of GSH with 5,5′-dithiobis-2-nitrobenzoic acid (Ellman’s reagent) leading to the formation of yellow-coloured 5-thio-2-nitrobenzoic acid (TNB). The rate of TNB production was directly proportional to the concentration of GSH in the sample. Deproteinisation of samples (with 10% metaphosphoric acid and 4 m-triethanolamine) and preparation for exclusive measurement of GSSG (with 1 m-2-vinylpyridine in ethanol) were performed in accordance with Cayman recommendations. The levels of GSH and GSSG were then calculated per mg protein of samples.

Measurement of enzyme activity. For glutathione peroxidase (GPx) and glutathione reductase (GR) activity measurement, 100 mg of cerebral cortex samples were homogenised in 0.5 ml of 50 mm-phosphate buffer (pH 7.5), containing 1 mm-EDTA and 1% protease inhibitor, and centrifuged for 15 min at 10000 g at 4°C. For superoxide dismutase (SOD) and xanthine oxidase (XO) activity, 100 mg of cerebral cortex were homogenised in 1 ml of 50 mm-PBS and centrifuged at 15000 g for 15 min at 4°C. The resulting supernatant fractions were used to measure all enzymic activities.

Measurement of enzyme activity: glutathione peroxidase. GPx activity was measured using the method of Paglia & Valentine modified to suit a ninety-six-well plate format, by a coupled reaction with the oxidation of NADPH by GR. The assay mixture consisted of 50 mm-phosphate buffer (pH 7.4), 5 mm-EDTA, 2 mm-GSH, GR (2 U/ml) and 0.5 mm-NADPH. The reaction was initiated by the simultaneous addition of 20 μl of supernatant fraction and 1 mm-cumene hydroperoxide. The samples were assayed in duplicate, and the decrease in absorbance was followed for 5 min at 340 nm, using a microplate reader (Wallac VICTOR™ 1420 Multilabel Counter; Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA). GPx activity was defined as nmol oxidised NADPH/min at 25°C.

Measurement of enzyme activity: glutathione reductase. GR activity was measured by the method of Carlberg & Mannervik (32) modified to suit a ninety-six-well plate format. A volume of 20 μl of supernatant fraction, diluted 1:10, was added to a mixture containing 50 mm-phosphate buffer (pH 7.5), 1 mm-EDTA and 1 mm-GSSG. The absorbance was followed at 340 nm for 5 min, following initiation of the reaction by the addition of 0.2 mm-NADPH. The samples were assayed in duplicate and GR activity was defined as nmol oxidised NADPH/min at 25°C.

Measurement of enzyme activity: superoxide dismutase. A sample of 100 μl of 1:10 diluted cerebral cortex supernatant fraction was used to determine total SOD activity by nitro blue tetrazolium reaction: 1.2 ml of 50 mm-Na2CO3 (pH 10.2), 50 μl of 3 mm-EDTA, 50 μl of 3 mm-xanthine, 50 μl of 0.8 mm nitro blue tetrazolium and 50 μl of XO (140 μU/ml initial concentration) were added to each sample. Samples were incubated for 30 min at 24°C. The inhibition of nitro blue tetrazolium reduction in each sample was determined spectrophotometrically at 560 nm. SOD activity, expressed as U/mg protein, was evaluated by referring to inhibition brought about by the SOD standard measured at the same time.

Measurement of enzyme activity: xanthine oxidase. A further 100 μl fraction of the diluted (1:10) cortex supernatant fraction was used for assaying XO activity. Briefly, 1.3 ml of 50 mm-PBS (pH 7-4), 50 μl of 3 mm-EDTA and 50 μl of 3 mm-xanthine were added to each sample and the mixture was incubated for 10 min at 24°C. XO activity was assayed as uric acid production, based on the increase in absorbance at 286 nm. The enzyme activity was expressed as μmol uric acid per min.

Protein determination. Protein content in the supernatant fractions was estimated by the Bio-Rad DC protein assay kit (Bio-Rad, Segrato, Milan, Italy).

Glutathione reductase 1 mRNA levels in the cerebral cortex. Total RNA from the cerebral cortex, collected in RNA later buffer (Qiagen, Milan, Italy), was extracted using the RNeasy Midi kit with DNase step (Qiagen), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The purity and quality were checked spectrophotometrically (NanoDrop™ 1000 Spectrophotometer; Thermo Scientific, Rodano, Milan, Italy). For first-strand cDNA synthesis, 1 μg of total RNA from each sample was reverse-transcribed using 100 units of RT SuperScript II (Life Technologies, San Giuliano, Milan, Italy) and 1X random hexamers (Roche Diagnostics, Monza, Italy). Primers to amplify the GR gene were designed on the basis of the sequences reported by the UNIGENE database for the rat (Rn.19721 for GR). Primer sequences are available on request. Each gene was co-amplified together with β-actin as a control. The PCR was carried out as previously described (33). The PCR products were separated on agarose (1.6%) gel. The amplified products were photographed with a digital camera and the intensity of the bands was analysed with Quantity-One software (Bio-Rad, Segrato, Milan, Italy).
The relative amount of mRNA in the samples was normalised using β-actin co-amplified as internal standard.

Statistics

Unless specifically indicated, the results are expressed as mean values with their standard errors, and all data were analysed using one-way ANOVA (P level fixed at 0.05).

Results

Antioxidant content of the oils

The antioxidant composition of the olive oils employed is shown in Table 1.

Animal growth

During the 12-month treatment with high fat, the animals became obese, as it could be expected. At the beginning of the experiment, the average weight was 547.5 (SEM 23.8) g for MO, 552.9 (SEM 15.8) g for H-EVOO and 544.3 g for L-EVOO rats; at the end, the values were increased to 667.8 (SEM 34.4) g, 710.0 (SEM 24.6) g and 552.9 (SEM 15.8) g for L-EVOO rats; at the end, the values were increased to 667.8 (SEM 34.4) g, 710.0 (SEM 24.6) g and 739.7 (SEM 22.0) g, respectively. No differences were found among the three growth curves.

Behaviour

No differences in motor or exploratory activity, learning or motor coordination were found among the groups, as shown in Fig. 1. The hole board test performed at 2, 20, 34 and 50 weeks of treatment showed a progressive decrease in the number of movements of the animals on the board, similar for all the groups (Fig. 1(a)). The differences v. the first session were significant for all groups at sessions 3 and 4 (P<0.05). This effect was possibly due to increased body weight and the resulting cumbersoness in moving rather than to a decrease in interest in surroundings, as indicated by the fact that no significant differences were found in the number of times that the animals explored the holes over time (Fig. 1(b)). In the multiple Y-maze, assessed once at treatment week 44, the total space (cm) covered by the animals over a period of 3 min was not different among groups (263 (SEM 38) for MO, 284 (SEM 44) for H-EVOO, 304 (SEM 56) for L-EVOO). The social learning test was used to evaluate animals’ memory function throughout the treatment without using a conditioning step. Over time, all the animals appeared to lose interest in socialisation, as shown by the reduction in time spent exploring the unfamiliar newcomer rat (Fig. 1(c)). A tendency towards age-related memory impairment was indicated in all groups by an increase in the time spent exploring familiar rats, which, however, was not statistically significant (Fig. 1(d)). The fear conditioning test was performed once, close to the end of the experiment (starting on treatment week 53). No difference in freezing time was found among groups either after 3 d (Fig. 1(e)) or at any of the later times (data not shown). This result in the fear conditioning test was not affected by differences in pain threshold among the groups. In fact, the paw-pressure pain threshold, as measured with the Randall and Selitto test, tended to increase with increasing age, but this tendency was the same for all three experimental groups (P<0.05; sessions 3 and 4 v. session 1 for all the groups; data not shown). Motor coordination was assayed with the rotarod test, performed once, on treatment week 38. Rats from the H-EVOO group were able to maintain equilibrium on the rotarod for a longer average time (+42%) than MO rats (Fig. 1(f)). An increase of 11% over the MO group was also shown by the L-EVOO rats. However, due to high variability, neither of these differences was statistically significant.

Anxiety-related behaviour was assessed with the light–dark preference test, without applying any aversive stimulus, and was performed once on treatment week 41. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the step-through latency was significantly increased (+50%; P<0.05) in the H-EVOO group as compared with both the MO and the L-EVOO groups. The total time spent in the lighted chamber also tended to increase in the H-EVOO group (29 (SEM 6.8) s; +39% compared with MO (17.7 (SEM 5.7) s); +41% compared with L-EVOO (17.3 (SEM 5.4) s)) (Fig. 2(b)). The number of crossings between the compartments was 1.8 (SEM 0.3) for all groups.

Table 1. Antioxidant composition of the study olive oils (mg/kg)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components (mg/kg)</th>
<th>H-EVOO Mean</th>
<th>H-EVOO sd</th>
<th>L-EVOO Mean</th>
<th>L-EVOO sd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3,4-DHPEA</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α-HPEA</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,4-DHPEA-EDA</td>
<td>346.70</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-HPEA-EDA</td>
<td>81.90</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(+)-1-Acetoxipinoresinol</td>
<td>17.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(+)-Pinoresinol</td>
<td>32.30</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,4-DHPEA-EA</td>
<td>214.00</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α-Tocopherol</td>
<td>131.20</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>129.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H-EVOO, extra-virgin olive oil rich in natural antioxidants; L-EVOO, extra-virgin olive oil poor in natural antioxidants; 3,4-DHPEA, hydroxytyrosol; p-HPEA, tyrosol; 3,4-DHPEA-EDA, 3,4 dialdehyde form of enolic acid linked to hydroxytyrosol; p-HPEA-EDA (oleocanthal), dialdehyde form of enolic acid linked to tyrosol; 3,4-DHPEA-EA, hydroxytyrosol esters of enolic acid or oleuropein.

Markers of oxidative damage and oxidative stress-related enzymes

Markers of oxidative damage on DNA or lipids did not vary significantly among the groups in the cerebral cortex, nor did the activities of GPx, SOD and XO. The levels of total glutathione and GSH and of GSSG were also unchanged among the experimental groups (Table 2).

However, the activity of GR was decreased (−20%; P<0.05 v. MO; Fig. 3) in the H-EVOO group as compared with controls, and a negative correlation between GR activity and step-through latency in the light–dark preference test (R 0.62; P<0.05) was found. The expression of the GR gene in the cerebral cortex was also significantly reduced in the H-EVOO group (−25%; P<0.05 v. MO; Fig. 3).
Fig. 1. Cognitive and motor behaviour: spontaneous motility (a) and exploratory activity (b) in the rat hole-board test. (a) Number of movements on the board was measured at treatment weeks 2, 20, 34 and 50. (–––), Maize oil (MO) group; (––O–), extra-virgin olive oil rich in natural antioxidants (H-EVOO) group; (–– ), extra-virgin olive oil poor in natural antioxidants (L-EVOO) group. Values are means of ten animals, with standard errors represented by vertical bars. The decrease in spontaneous motility in comparison with week 2 was statistically significant for all the groups at weeks 34 and 50 (P<0.05; ANOVA). (b) Number of explored holes. Values are means of ten animals, with standard errors represented by vertical bars. Memory tests: social learning (c, d) and contextual fear conditioning test (e). The social learning test was repeated for four sessions, at treatment weeks 2, 20, 34 and 50. (c) Exploration time in seconds of an unfamiliar rat (NF) was measured on day 1 (see Methods and materials). Values are means of ten animals, with standard errors represented by vertical bars. The decrease in social interaction compared with session 1 was significant for all the groups at sessions 2, 3 and 4 (P<0.05; ANOVA). (d) Learning expressed as percentage reduction of the exploration time of the familiar rat (F) v. NF. Lower values indicate deterioration of memory function. Values are means of ten animals, with standard errors represented by vertical bars. The decrease in social interaction compared with session 1 was significant for all the groups at sessions 2, 3 and 4 (P<0.05; ANOVA). (e) The fear conditioning test was performed at treatment week 53 on a pre-designated subset of each group: nine animals (MO group); nine animals (H-EVOO group); six animals (L-EVOO group). Each rat was placed in the apparatus on the third day after the conditioning session, and left undisturbed for 180 s. During this time, the total accumulated freezing time in seconds was measured and expressed as percentage of the total 180 s. Values are means, with standard errors represented by vertical bars. (f) Motor coordination in the rotarod test. Time to fall from an accelerating rotarod was measured at treatment week 38 from a pre-designated subset of each group: ten animals (MO group); ten animals (H-EVOO group); eight animals (L-EVOO group). Values are means, with standard errors represented by vertical bars.
The aim of the present study was to verify whether extra-virgin olive oil rich in natural antioxidants (H-EVOO) group; eight animals in the extra-virgin olive oil poor in natural antioxidants (L-EVOO) group. Values are means, with standard errors represented by vertical bars. * Mean value was significantly different from those of the MO and L-EVOO groups (P < 0.05).

Discussion

The aim of the present study was to verify whether extra-virgin olive oil, rich in phenolic antioxidants, has the potential to ameliorate some functional and biochemical alterations brought about by brain ageing. In particular, we were interested in verifying whether these compounds could improve cognitive and motor functions in aged animals subjected to a high-fat high-energy regimen. In fact, other antioxidants, such as the natural stilbene resveratrol, have been reported to ameliorate some functional and biochemical alterations brought about by brain ageing. In particular, we were interested in verifying whether some beneficial effects could also be detected in the central nervous system. At the end of the treatment, parameters related to oxidative stress, such as DNA damage, lipid peroxidation, GSH and GSSG levels, and GPx, SOD and XO activity in the cerebral cortex, were not different among the groups. It is important to take into account that in the present study we employed a high-fat diet, based on the high lipid content prevailing in the human diet of many countries, and high-fat, high-energy diets are associated with increased oxidative stress. In the rat, increased protein and lipid oxidation has been reported in brain regions upon administration of diets containing higher amounts of lipids. In the cerebral cortex, a high-fat diet induced increased reactive oxygen species (ROS) and inflammation markers. Thus, it is possible that the pro-oxidant conditions associated with the high-fat regimen overwhelm the possible beneficial effects of olive oil phenolic antioxidants.

Of the employed battery of behavioural tests, only some were performed throughout the treatment, in order to avoid overstimulation of the animals. The complete set of tests was performed at the end of the experiment, when the animals were old, as one objective of the present study was to verify the effects on ageing, and when the probability of seeing some effects was presumably maximal, at least in terms of length of the treatment. Contrary to our expectations, no significant differences in motor or exploratory activity, learning or motor coordination were found among the groups. Although the animals did not have reduced exploratory drive, over time they did show reduced motility, probably because of their increased body weight. This last result is in agreement with previous literature reports showing a decrease in locomotor activity in aged animals. With progressing age, all the animals also showed less interest in socialisation as assayed by the social learning test. In fact, the interaction time with an unfamiliar rat declined from values similar to young animals at the beginning of the experiment to values 70% lower at the end. A tendency towards a decline in memory in the older animals was also seen with the social learning test. The fact that these differences did not reach significance might be due to a progressive decrease in exploration times of both the unfamiliar and the familiar rat, which hampered the potency of the test. Prediger et al. reported an age-related disruption in the rat social recognition ability along with a less drastic (about 50%) reduction in exploration of the unfamiliar rat than under our experimental conditions. This could be related to the increased weight of our high fat-fed animals which rendered them less mobile, although we do not have direct experimental evidence to substantiate this hypothesis. In agreement with the data obtained with the social learning test, the employed treatments did not affect cognitive functions in the fear conditioning test either.

The pain threshold increased with age in agreement with previous findings but was not modified by the treatments. Thus, the absence of differences among groups in the fear conditioning test was not confounded by differences in pain sensitivity.
Finally, motor coordination, evaluated with the rotarod, tended to be better in the H-EVOO group, but the difference did not reach statistical significance due to high variability. This lack of effect can be explained by the lower dose of antioxidants (about 4 mg total phenolic compounds/kg) used in the present study compared with those employed in other studies where natural antioxidants have shown protective effects on cognitive and motor behaviour. For example, the studies by Joseph et al. (34) employed extracts of fruit or vegetables yielding final Trolox equivalents about 10-fold higher than in the standard diet. The most effective dose of resveratrol in the study by Baur et al. (34) was 22.4 mg/kg. Thus, aside from the different biological activities and kinetics of the various compounds involved, it is possible that the phenol doses in the present study were not high enough to obtain stronger effects. On the other hand, these are the maximal doses that can be attained by administering natural oils and not adding phenolic antioxidants as supplements.

One interesting effect of olive oil phenols was a decreased step-through latency in the light–dark preference test, one of the most commonly used rodent models of anxiety (42). Under our experimental conditions, the H-EVOO-treated animals showed less tendency to enter and to remain in the dark compartment than the other groups. This effect could be attributed to reduced anxiety in the H-EVOO group and not to differences in motor or exploratory activity, which were not modified by the treatments. However, in the light–dark box test no statistically significant difference was found in the total time spent in the lighted compartment, although this parameter was increased in the H-EVOO group, and there was no difference among groups in the number of crossings between the two compartments. This observation, along with a lack of inter-group differences in the fear conditioning, hole-board and multiple Y maze tests, which are also sensitive to changes in anxiety, indicates that the effect of olive oil phenols on anxiety-like behaviour is limited. Apparently, at least under our experimental conditions, this effect is essentially a reduction of the initial drive of the animals to escape into the dark compartment. It is very likely that this effect was due to the phenol content of olive oil, as it was not detected in the animals treated with the low-phenol olive oil.

An anxiety-lowering activity in aged animals has been shown using the elevated plus maze by Viggiano et al. (39) upon prolonged treatment with an apple-rich diet, presumably due to the antioxidant content of the fruit. It has also been shown that the polyphenol chlorogenic acid exerts anxiolytic effects coupled with antioxidant activity in mice (43). A link between anxiety-related behaviour and oxidative stress has been indicated by some human studies showing that changes in the levels of antioxidants are associated with anxiety disorders (44,45). Such a link has also been found in animal models, which have generated intriguing findings. In a gene expression analysis study, Hovatta et al. (46) proposed a genetic component in the vulnerability to anxiety disorders,
showing a correlation between anxiety and expression of glyoxalase 1 (Glo1) and GR in mouse brain, related to antioxidant enzymic defences. A possible role for these enzymes in anxiety has also emerged from the work of other groups employing different animal models\(^4\)^\(^7\), however, in the work of Hovatta the levels of expression and activity of these enzymes decreased when anxiety was low, whereas the opposite was shown by Kromer et al.\(^4\)^\(^7\) for Glo1. In agreement with the work of Hovatta et al., we found both reduced GR mRNA and reduced GR activity in the cerebral cortex of the animals displaying a reduced drive to pass into the dark compartment, and a negative correlation between cortical GR activity and step-through latency in the light–dark preference test. These results raise the possibility that modulation of gene expression and activity of GR might have a beneficial effect on anxiety-like behaviour.

It is intriguing that other antioxidant enzymes such as GPx and SOD were not modulated in the rat brain by the treatment with olive oil phenols, and no detectable change in oxidative damage or in the levels of GSH or GSSG was detected. GR converts GSSG generated in reactions catalysed by GPx to its reduced form, which has a major role in protecting the brain against oxidative stress by interacting directly with ROS or by participating in enzyme-catalysed redox cycling reactions\(^4\)^\(^8\). However, the present results do not support a direct, straightforward correlation between oxidative stress and anxiety.

In conclusion, the present study indicates that under conditions of prolonged high fat intake, olive oil phenols do not exert major protective actions on motor and cognitive functions of the ageing brain, but they might have an effect on anxiety-associated behaviour, possibly through a modulation of the expression level of GR, a gene involved in the defence mechanisms against oxidative stress. Changes in emotional behaviour are an important aspect of human ageing. The possibility of using antioxidant phenols from olive oil to modulate emotional behaviour will have to be confirmed in other experimental models and animal species.
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